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Abstract
We present Event2018, a corpus annotated for event detection tasks, consisting of 38 million tweets in French (retweets excluded)
including more than 130,000 tweets manually annotated by three annotators as related or unrelated to a given event. The 257 events
were selected both from press articles and from subjects trending on Twitter during the annotation period (July to August 2018). In
total, more than 95,000 tweets were annotated as related to one of the selected events. We also provide the titles and URLs of 15,500
news articles automatically detected as related to these events. In addition to this corpus, we detail the results of our event detection
experiments on both this dataset and another publicly available dataset of tweets in English. We ran extensive tests with different types
of text embeddings and a standard Topic Detection and Tracking algorithm, and detail our evaluation method. We show that tf-idf
vectors allow the best performance for this task on both corpora. These results are intended to serve as a baseline for researchers wishing
to test their own event detection systems on our corpus.
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1.

Introduction

Twitter is known as a major source of information about
public events: a recent study by McGregor and Molyneux
(2018) shows that journalists using Twitter as part of their
daily work consider tweets as newsworthy as headlines
from the Associated Press. Twitter can thus help researchers understand public opinion, measure the interest
raised by certain types of topics, or detect some unpredictable events in real time. Indeed, the social network has
been used for flood prevention (de Bruijn et al., 2017), to
detect local events (Wei et al., 2019), or to predict stock
market movements (Pagolu et al., 2016), among many other
applications.
However, the specificities of Twitter (short texts, use of
slang, abbreviations, hashtags, images and videos, very
high volume of data) make all automatic detection tasks
very difficult on tweet datasets. Besides, research on
general topic detection and tracking (without specification
of the type of topic) lacks some publicly available tweet
datasets to produce reproducible results. This is all the
more true for non-English languages. Existing datasets may
also have different definitions of event or topic, which leads
to issues when comparing event-detection systems. Many
works on event detection are actually focused on burst detection (detecting topics such as natural disasters, attacks,
etc., that cause an unusual volume of tweets), and do not attempt to assess the relative size of events. We seek to detect
all events, both those that generate a high volume of tweets
and those that are little discussed, and to group together all
tweets related to the same event. The very broad definition
proposed by McMinn et al. (2013) therefore seems to us
the most relevant:
“Definition 1. An event is a significant thing that happens
at some specific time and place.”
“Definition 2. Something is significant if it may be discussed in the media.”
With this definition in mind, the topic detection and track-

ing task is conceptually similar to dynamic clustering. It
requires a large scale evaluation corpus, in order to be representative of the task’s complexity on real-world data. In
this article, we present (1) Event20181 a corpus consisting
of more than 38 million tweets in French, including more
than 130,000 tweets manually annotated by three annotators as related or unrelated to a given event, (2) the titles
and URLs of 15,500 news articles automatically detected
as related to one of these events, and (3) our event detection results on Event2018 and on a similar corpus in English (McMinn et al., 2013). With these results, we aim at
providing a common baseline for researchers of the field.
The code of our experiments is publicly available online.2

2.

Related Work

Twitter gives a limited access to its data, but still provides
some API endpoints to retrieve tweets (which is not the
case of other more popular social networks), hence the large
number of works based on Twitter datasets. However, few
of them provide access to their evaluation corpora. We detail available event detection collections in this section.
McMinn et al. (2013) created the largest available corpus
on event detection. They used several methods to generate
candidate events: two automatic event detection methods
on their set of 120 million tweets in English and one method
based on query expansion of Wikipedia events. The automatically generated events were then assessed using Amazon Mechanical Turk, firstly to evaluate if the automatically
generated events corresponded to their definition of event,
secondly to judge if the clustered tweets were all relevant to
the event. They finally merged together the events from the
1

The corpus is available at dataset.ina.fr. Please fill-in the
agreement form and indicate the name of the corpus (Event2018)
in your application. In accordance to Twitter’s terms of use, we
only provide the tweet ids. However, our github repository contains a python script to retrieve the full text of the tweets from the
Twitter API.
2
github.com/ina-foss/twembeddings
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three candidate generation methods and removed duplicate
events. The final corpus consists in more than 100,000 annotated tweets covering 506 events. However, this corpus
dates from 2012. Because of tweets beeing removed and
Twitter accounts being closed, a large part of this dataset
can no longer be recovered. In August 2018, we could
only retrieve 66.5 million tweets from the original collection (55%) and 72,790 tweets from the annotated corpus
(72%).
The SNOW dataset (Papadopoulos et al., 2014) can also be
used as test corpus for an event detection task. It is composed of 59 events from the headlines of the BBC RSS
newsfeed and from NewsWhip UK published during one
day (25 February 2014). However it does not provide comprehensive sets of tweets related to each event, only two to
five “representative” tweets from a collection of more than
1 million tweets emitted on that date.
The Signal-1M corpus consists of two datasets: a dataset
of 1 million news articles from September 2015 (Corney et
al., 2016), and a dataset of tweets related to 100 randomly
selected articles (Suarez et al., 2018). The tweets dataset
contains approximatively 6000 tweets.
The News Event Dataset (Mele and Crestani, 2019) contains 147,000 documents from 9 news channels and published on Twitter, RSS portals and news websites from
March to June 2016. 57 media events were annotated on a
crowdsourcing platform, to label 4300 documents, including 744 tweets.
The last two datasets do not contain enough tweets to allow
a large-scale evaluation of any event detection and tracking
system. In addition, events in SNOW, Signal-1M and the
News Events Dataset are selected from media sources only,
which restricts the definition of an event. Only the corpus
by McMinn et al. relies on a topic detection step among
collected tweets before proceeding to the annotation step.
This method allows for a greater variety of events, but it is
likely to influence the evaluation: indeed, event detection
systems similar to those used by McMinn et al. for corpus
creation may get better results when tested on this corpus.
We tried to avoid these biases when creating our own corpus. The methodology used to build our dataset is detailed
in the following section.

3.
3.1.

Methodology

Corpus Construction

3.1.1. Tweets
In order to obtain a large volume of tweets in French, we
relied on a collection method (Mazoyer et al., 2018) based
on the use of neutral words (the most common words used
in French on Twitter) to query the Twitter ”streaming” API.
Our experiments show that the distribution of tweets in our
collection is similar to the distribution of tweets in samples collected randomly using the Twitter ”sample” API.
Thus, we can consider that we do not introduce any bias in
our dataset (some events being more represented than others, for example) linked to the collection method. Besides,
we compared our collection with the corpus of tweets built
by Cardon et al. (2019), that consists of tweets containing URLs from a curated list of 420 media sources. Our
collection contains 61% of these tweets, which allows us

to affirm that we collect nearly 60% of all tweets issued in
French at a given moment. This method allowed us to retrieve more than 110 million tweets in French, including 38
million original tweets (tweets that are not retweets), in a
period of 23 days, from July 16th to August 7th, 2018.
3.1.2. News articles
As part of OTMedia, a wider project on news propagation
(Hervé, 2019), we tracked every piece of content published
online by French news media during the same period. We
did not perform any manual annotation on these documents
but we used the First Story Detection algorithm (see section
5.1) to group together articles related to the same topic.

3.2.

Corpus Annotation

In order to annotate a large variety of topics, we mixed
events drawn randomly from press articles and from events
trending on Twitter. We did not want to use any automatic detection method to generate events from the collected tweets, since it may bias the results of our evaluation
tests. We did not either use Wikipedia to select important
events, considering that an event detection system should
be able to detect topics of different scales, from everyday
Twitter gossips to worldwide important news.
3.2.1. Press Events Selection
In practice, we drew 30 events a day, two thirds from
the Agence France Presse (AFP), which is the world third
largest news agency, and one third from a pool of major French newspapers (Le Monde, Le Figaro, Les Échos,
Libération, L’Humanité, Médiapart). Duplicates, that is articles covering the same event, were manually removed. 30
events seemed to us to be the maximum number of events
the annotators could process in one day. In reality they did
not have time to annotate most of them, and only processed
the beginning of the list each day (see section 3.2.3 for more
details on annotation instructions).
3.2.2. Twitter Events Selection
We did not want to miss events in the Twitter sphere that
would receive little coverage from traditional news media.
We therefore monitored the trending terms on Twitter by
detecting unusually frequent terms every day. We chose a
metric called JLH, that is used by Elasticsearch to identify
“significant terms” in a subset of documents (foreground
set) compared to the rest of the collection (background set).
In our case, the score simply compares for each term t its
frequency of appearance on a given day to its frequency on
every other days. We computed the 20 terms having the
best JLH scoring every day and went on Twitter to discover
the underlying events causing a burst of these terms. We
were then able to group together terms related to the same
event.
3.2.3. Manual Annotation Procedure
Three political science graduate students were hired for a
month to annotate the corpus. All three of them were Twitter users and had a good knowledge of French news. Every
day they were presented with the new list of events. We
developed a user interface (see Figure 1) presenting each
event in the form of a title and a description text.
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Figure 1: View of the annotation interface

For media events we used the title and the first paragraphs
of the drawn press article. For Twitter events the title was
constituted of the bursting terms detected with the JLH
scoring and the description was a tweet manually selected
because it described the event clearly. Under the title and
the description, a search bar was presented. The user could
use the search bar to enter keywords and find the collected
tweets containing those exact keywords. For every event,

they were asked to search for related tweets on the user interface, using a large variety of keywords.
We insisted on the importance of named entities (persons,
locations, organizations) and on the specificity of Twitter (one person can be referred to using her real name or
her Twitter user name, for example). Like McMinn et al.
(2013), we asked the annotators to mark tweets as related
to the event if it referred to it, even in an implicit way.
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Some major events would have required days of work to
be fully treated. We therefore instructed the students not to
spend more than an hour on an event. This has of course
an impact on the maximum number of tweets per event that
could be annotated. Even so, the students were only able to
process an average of 16 events per day (21 working days
over a month, 327 events in total). In order to make the annotators work on the same tweets, we stopped the first annotation task after four hours of work every day, and asked
them to go to the second part of the user interface, were
they could find tweets already seen by at least one of the
other annotators. They then had to annotate those tweets
without knowing the judgment made by the others.
3.2.4. Maximizing Annotation Efficiency
The annotation interface has been designed to take advantage of the annotators’ intelligence and avoid repetitive
tasks. Thus, it seemed unnecessary to make them annotate
tweets that contained exactly the same text. For tweets containing the same url, we added a “keep url” checkbox (see
the green buttons on Figure 1), which was checked by default. If annotators felt that the url present in the tweet did
not refer to content related to the event, they had to uncheck
the box. For most other tweets (for which the url did refer
to an event-related article), tweets containing the same url
were no longer shown to the annotators in the interface.
Here are all the rules we have used to avoid repetition. For
a given event: (1) tweets longer than 4 words containing
the same text as an already annotated tweet were no longer
displayed; (2) tweets containing the same url as an already
annotated tweet were no longer displayed, unless the “keep
url” checkbox was unchecked for that tweet; (3) retweets
and responses to a tweet, as well as tweets quoting a previously annotated tweet were not displayed. These rules
played an important role to improve the quality of the corpus in terms of tweets diversity within a given event. The
following section details some quality evaluation metrics.

4.
4.1.

Corpus Characteristics

Descriptive Statistics

In total, 137,757 tweets were annotated (found by annotators using search keywords), and 95,796 tweets were considered linked to one or several events. 327 events were
selected, including 31 “Twitter events” (detected using the
term frequency on Twitter) and 296 “media events” (drawn
randomly in our collection of online news). For the “Twitter events”, we could manually associate 27 of them to a
news article from our collection. From these 323 articles
(296 + 27), 167 were automatically clustered with other articles from our pool. In total, we provide the titles of 15,544
news articles from 61 media outlets and their URLs, when
available.3 Since the events were discovered day by day,
we manually merged some of them to obtain 257 “macroevents”. A “macro-event” contains 296 tweets on average.
0.5% of the tweets were linked to several events. Additional
descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1.
To describe the distribution of events across categories we
used the classification by the French news agency AFP.

tweet count
event count
mean
std
min
25%
50%
75%
max

Annotated
137757
327
428
434
7
150
280
494
2913

Linked to daily event
95796
327
296
449
2
30
100
344
2906

Linked to macro event
95796
257
376
1324
2
22
76
241
18534

Table 1: Distribution of the number of tweets per event.
Annotated tweets were found by annotators using search
keywords but not necessarily considered as linked to an
event.
IPTC category
arts, culture, entertainment and media
conflict, war and peace
crime, law and justice
disaster, accident and emergency incident
economy, business and finance
education
environment
health
human interest
labour
lifestyle and leisure
politics
religion and belief
science and technology
society
sport
weather
Total

Event count
14
25
76
11
53
4
5
3
6
3
2
46
1
2
17
56
3
327

Table 2: Distribution of daily events across the 17 top IPTC
Information Interchange Model Media Topics.
AFP dispatches are labeled using the IPTC Information Interchange Model4 categories. This taxonomy is used internationally by media companies to apply metadata to text,
images and videos. The distribution of events across these
categories is detailed in Table 2.

4.2.

Intra-event diversity

The quality of the dataset should also be measured in terms
of variety of the tweets within a given event: what proportion of the tweets are simply the headline of the same linked
article, for instance? Indeed, the proportion of tweets containing an url is high among the annotated tweets (71%),
compared to the entire corpus of 38 million tweets (36%).
However, due to the design of the annotation interface (see
Section 3.2.4), very few annotated tweets share the same
url. Only 4.6% of tweets linked to an event share the same
url as another tweet in the same event. However, we did
not anticipate during annotation that different urls can be
linked to the same page. After redirection, 9.3% of tweets
share the same page as another tweet in the same event, but
95% of pages are shared less than 3 times in a given event.

3
AFP dispatches are not publicly available online, therefore
we cannot provide their URL.

4
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en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPTC Information Interchange Model

4.3.

Annotator agreement

Annotator agreement is usually measured using Cohen’s
kappa for two annotators. Here we chose to hire three annotators in order to have an odd number of relevance judgments for each tweet. In the case of several annotators,
Randolph (2005) recommend to use Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss,
1971) in case of “fixed marginal distributions” (annotators
know in advance the proportion of cases that should be
distributed in each category) and free-marginal multirater
kappa (Randolph, 2005) if there is no prior knowledge of
the marginal distribution. Indeed, we experienced some
odd results using Fleiss’ kappa on our corpus, in particular for events with a strong asymmetry between categories
(when a large majority of tweets were annotated as “unrelated” to the event of interest, or the opposite). We hence
decided to use free-marginal multirater kappa, which is also
the measure used by McMinn et al. (2013). In our corpus,
κf ree = 0.79 which indicates a strong level of agreement
among annotators.

5.

Event Detection Baseline

This dataset was designed to allow the scientific community to compare its event detection results. To enable researchers to evaluate their work, we share an evaluation
baseline. To do so, we present in this section the standard event detection algorithm, an evaluation metric, and
the results of our experiments with different text embedding methods. In order to assess the validity of our approach in several languages, we run the same experiments
on the dataset by McMinn et al. (2013).

5.1.

Event Detection Algorithm

We model the task of event detection as a dynamic clustering problem. For this type of clustering, algorithms
need to take into account both the thematic similarity of
the documents and their temporal proximity, so as not to
group together tweets issued at very different times. Moreover, the number of topics (and therefore clusters) is usually not known in advance. To meet these constraints,
techniques such as the ”First Story Detection” algorithm,
used in the UMass system (Allan et al., 2000), are often applied to tweets. This is the case in the works of
Petrović et al. (2010), Hasan et al. (2016), and Repp
and Ramampiaro (2018). Petrović et al. (2010) propose
a method based on Locality Sensitive Hashing to accelerate search, while Repp and Ramampiaro (2018) introduce
mini-batches. This ”FSD” algorithm is detailed below (see
Algorithm 5.1) because it is also the one we use to establish
our baseline.
Similarly to Repp and Ramampiaro (2018), we use the FSD
algorithm with mini-batches of 8 tweets to accelerate the
computation time. Other parameters of this algorithm are w
(number of past tweets among which we look for a nearest
neighbor) and t, the distance threshold above which a tweet
is considered far enough away from past tweets to form a
new cluster. The value of w has been set differently for each
corpus: it is set to match aproximately the size of one day
of tweets, depending on the average number of tweets per
day in each corpus. Different t values were then tested for
each type of lexical embedding. In general, lower t values

Algorithm 1 “First Story Detection”
Input: threshold t, window size w, corpus C of documents
in chronological order
Output: thread ids for each document
1: T ← [] ; i ← 0
2: while document d in C do
3:
if T is empty then
4:
thread id(d) ← i
5:
i←i+1
6:
else
7:
dnearest ← nearest neighbor of d in T
8:
if cosine(d, dnearest ) < t then
9:
thread id(d) ← thread id(dnearest )
10:
else
11:
thread id(d) ← i
12:
i←i+1
13:
end if
14:
end if
15:
if |T | ≥ w then
16:
remove first document from T
17:
end if
18:
add d to T
19: end while
result in smaller clusters, and therefore greater intra-cluster
homogeneity, but can lead to over-clustering.

5.2.

Evaluation Metric

The clustering performance is evaluated by a measure that
we call ”best matching F1”. It is defined by Yang et
al. (1998): once the clustering is done, the F1 score of
each (cluster, event)5 pair is computed. Each event is then
matched to the cluster for which the F1 score is the best.
Each event can only be associated with one cluster. The
”best matching F1” score corresponds to the average of the
F1 values of matching pairs.

5.3.

Experiments

We test the FSD algorithm with different text embeddings.
This subsection details the models used.
Tf-idf (Sparck Jones, 1972). Due to the inherent brevity
of tweets, we simplified the calculation of tf-idf to a simple calculation of idf, since it is rare for a term to be used
several times in the same tweet. The form used to calculate the weight of a term t in a tweet is therefore idf (t) =
1+log(n+1/df (t)+1), where n is the total number of documents in the corpus and df (t) is the number of documents
in the corpus that contain t. We have distinguished two
calculation modes for n and df (t): tfidf-dataset denotes
the method that counts only annotated tweets, and tfidf-alltweets denotes the calculation method that takes into account all tweets in the corpus (38 million tweets) to obtain n
and df (t). For each method, we restrict the vocabulary with
a list of stop-words and a threshold dfmin , the minimum
number of tweets that must contain t for it to be included
in the vocabulary. In all our experiments, dfmin = 10. We
5

We call ”clusters” the groups of documents formed by the
clustering algorithm, and ”events” tweets related to the same topic
as defined by manual annotation.
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thus obtain a vocabulary of nearly 330,000 words in English and 92,000 words in French for tfidf-all-tweets, and
5,000 words in English and 9,000 words in French for tfidfdataset.
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013). We used pre-trained
models for English, and trained our own French models. For each corpus, we distinguish between w2v-twitter,
models trained on tweets, and w2v-news, models trained
on press articles. For English, w2v-twitter is a pre-trained
model published by Godin et al. (2015)6 (400 dimensions) and w2v-news is a model trained on Google News
and published by Google7 (300 dimensions). In French,
w2v-twitter was trained with the CBOW algorithm on 370
million tweets collected between 2018 and 2019, and w2vnews was similarly trained on 1.9 million AFP dispatches
collected between 2011 and 2019. Both models have 300
dimensions. As Word2Vec provides word embeddings and
not sentence embeddings, the representation of tweets is
obtained by averaging the word vectors of each word. Two
methods were used for averaging: a simple average, and an
idf-weighted average using the tfidf-all-tweets calculation
method.
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018). For English, we used the
model published on TensorFlow Hub8 . For French, a model
trained on French published by Che et al. (2018)9 . In each
case, we use the average of the three layers of the network
as a representation of each word. The representation of a
tweet is produced by averaging these vectors (of dimension
1024).
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018). Google provides an English
model and a multilingual model10 . In order to improve the
performance of the multilingual model on French tweets,
we continued training for 150,000 steps on tweets collected
in June 2018. We refer to the simple multilingual model
as bert and the model trained on tweets as bert-tweets. In
each case, we used the penultimate layer of the network (of
dimension 768) as embedding, by averaging the tokens to
obtain a tweet representation.
Universal Sentence Encoder (Cer et al., 2018). The provided models11,12 (english and multilingual) are designed
to provide sentence embeddings, so we were able to use
them as is, without averaging vectors like in the previous
representations. The vectors are of dimension 512.

5.4.

Model
bert
bert-tweets
elmo
tfidf-all-tweets
tfidf-dataset
use
w2v-news
w2v-news tfidf-weights
w2v-twitter
w2v-twitter tfidf-weights

English
t
F1
0.04 39.22
0.08 22.48
0.75 70.10
0.65 68.07
0.22 55.71
0.30 53.99
0.31 61.81
0.16 43.20
0.20 53.45

French
t
F1
0.04 44.79
0.02 50.02
0.20 46.08
0.70 78.05
0.70 74.39
0.46 74.57
0.25 66.34
0.30 75.55
0.15 57.53
0.25 71.73

Table 3: “best matching F1” score (in percentage) with the
FSD algorithm for each embedding model and with the best
threshold t. The value of the best threshold parameter is
indicated in column t.

Figure 2: “best matching F1” score depending on the
threshold parameter t on our corpus (tweets in French).

Results

The results of the FSD algorithm are summarized in Table
3. The tf-idf (tfidf-all-tweets) vectors give the best results
for both datasets. This is probably due to the shape of the
tf-idf vectors, which are particularly suited to cosine similarity calculations, as well as to event characteristics in the
datasets: the same terms are obviously widely used among
6

github.com/loretoparisi/word2vec-twitter
code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
8
tfhub.dev/google/elmo/2
9
github.com/HIT-SCIR/ELMoForManyLangs
10
github.com/google-research/bert models: bert-large, uncased
and bert-base, multilingual cased
11
tfhub.dev/google/universal-sentence-encoder-large/3
12
tfhub.dev/google/universal-sentence-encoder-multilinguallarge/1
7

Figure 3: “best matching F1” score depending on the
threshold parameter t on the McMinn et al. corpus (tweets
in English).
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the tweets of the same event. These results are consistent
with those of Cagé et al. (2020), who came to similar conclusions regarding event detection in press articles.
The best deep network model (Universal Sentence Encoder), does not improve the results, and is still less effective than w2v-news model weighted by tf-idf. The best
embeddings (tf-idf, Word2Vec with tf-idf weights, Universal Sentence Encoder) also have the property to be less sensitive to variations of the threshold t, as shown in Figures 2
and 3. Moreover, the optimal value of t for a given embedding seems to be approximately the same for each corpus
(0.7 for tf-idf). This result may indicate that the First Story
Detection algorithm could be applied to other (not annotated) tweet datasets without changing the threshold value.

6.

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we present a French corpus of tweets annotated for event detection. We detail the corpus construction and annotation methodology, and provide information
about the corpus characteristics. We then describe the results of our event detection experiments on this corpus and
on another publicly available dataset. We show that with
the First Story Detection algorithm, plain tf-idf vectors outperform more recent embedding techniques based on neural
networks for this task.
This new dataset opens many possible research directions.
It can be used as a baseline to test new event detection algorithms, including systems that would take into account
the multimodal aspect of tweets (text, image, video, urls,
mentions), or the graph of retweets and replies. This very
large volume of tweets can also serve as a training corpus
for language models.
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